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Double in situ hybridization with mercurated and biotinylated chromosome specific 
DNA probes in combination with digital image analysis provides a new approach to 
compare the distribution of homologous and nonhomologous chromosome targets within 
individual interphase nuclei. Here we have used two DNA probes representing tandemly 
repeated sequences specific for the constitutive heterochromatin of the human chromo- 
somes 1 and 15, respectively, and studied the relative arrangements of these chromosome 
targets in interphase nuclei of human lymphocytes, amniotic fluid cells, and fibroblasts, 
cultivated in vitro. We have developed a ZD-image analysis approach which allows the 
rapid evaluation of large numbers of interphase nuclei. Models to test for a random versus 
nonrandom distribution of chromosome segments are discussed taking into account the 
three-dimensional origin of the evaluated 2D-distribution. In all three human diploid cell 
types the measurements of target-target and target-center distances in the ZD-nuclear 
image revealed that the labeled segments of the two chromosomes 15 were distributed both 
significantly closer to each other and closer to the center of the nuclear image than the 
labeled chromosome 1 segments. This result can be explained by the association of 
nucleolus organizer regions on the short arm of chromosome 15 with nucleoli located more 
centrally in these nuclei and does not provide evidence for a homologous association per 
se. In contrast, evaluation of the interphase positioning of the two chromosome 1 segments 
fits the random expectation in amniotic fluid and fibroblast cells, while in experiments 
using lymphocytes a slight excess of larger distances between these homologous targets 
was occasionally observed. 2D-distances between the labeled chromosome 1 and 15 
segments showed a large variability in their relative positioning. In conclusion our data do 
not support the idea of a strict and permanent association of these homologous and 
nonhomologous targets in the cell types studied so far. @ 1989 Academic RCSS, Inc. 
Cell type specific chromatin arrangements in interphase nuclei may reflect 
processes of cellular differentiation and cell specific gene expression [l-4]. 
So far the methodology has been lacking to put this hypothesis to rigorous 
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tests. Such a methodology can be provided by double in situ hybridization with 
chemically modified chromosome specific DNA probes combined with image 
analysis. This approach makes it possible to study the relative arrangements of 
both homologous and heterologous chromosome regions directly in the inter- 
phase nucleus. In this paper we describe and discuss this new approach in detail, 
using probes which (under stringent conditions) hybridize specifically to the 
constitutive heterochromatin of the human chromosomes 1 and 15 [5-71. Experi- 
ments were carried out with human fibroblasts, amniotic fluid cells, and lympho- 
cytes before and after stimulation with phytohemagglutinin (PHA). We have 
chosen these probes for several reasons. A nonrandom distribution has consist- 
ently been observed for the acrocentric chromosomes 15 in analyses of human 
metaphase plates. This chromosome plays a role in the formation of the nucleolus 
and is often associated with the other acrocentric human chromosomes 13, 14,21, 
and 22, which also bear nucleolus organizer regions (NORs). Accordingly, we 
expect for nuclei with more centrally located nucleoli that the centromeric region 
of chromosome 15, which is close to the NOR on its short arm, should also be 
located more centrally. Thus specific staining of the centromeric heterochromatin 
of this chromosome should provide a valuable test for the validity of our ap- 
proach. In contrast, conflicting results have been reported regarding the inter- 
phase and metaphase distribution of chromosome 1 in different cell types. Dis- 
crepancies of published data concern the question of homologous association 
[g-10], the preferential localization of this chromosome either in the center or in 
the periphery of metaphase plates and interphase nuclei, respectively 111-141, 
and in particular, the possible association of the centromeric region of chromo- 
some 1 with the NOR-bearing short arms of acrocentric chromosomes at meta- 
phase [I51 and with the nucleolus at interphase [16]. 
In our study we address some of the puzzling contradictions in the findings of 
different authors which are exemplary for investigations of chromosome topogra- 
phy in general. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Cultivation and Preparation of Cells 
(1) Lymphocytes. Nonstimulated lymphocytes were isolated from healthy female and male persons, 
using Lymphoprep (Nyegaard & Co., Oslo) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were 
fmed with methanohacetic acid (3 : 1, v/v) and dropped on slides precleaned with absolute ethanol. 
Lymphocytes from peripheral blood were cultivated in chromosome-medium B, containing PHA 
(Seromed, Berlin). After 72 h of cultivation in a humified incubator with 5% CO2 at 37”C, cells were 
fixed with methanol/acetic acid either directly or after an additional 2 h exposure to colcemid 
(Boehringer-Mannheim, 0.5 @ml) and hypotonic treatment (0.075 M KC1 for 25 min at 37°C). 
(2) Amnioticj7uid cells andfibroblasts. Amniotic fluid cells (F-type) [17] from several pregnancies, 
with male and female fetuses, and human fibroblasts (Flow 2000), in phase II of their replicative 
lifespan in vitro, were cultivated as described above in Ham’s F-10 medium supplemented with 20% 
fetal calf serum (FCS), 10 ugknl streptomycin, 10 IU/ml penicillin, and sodium bicarbonate (1.2 
g/liter). Cells were detached using 5 ml trypsin (0.05 %)/EDTA (0.02 %) (Boehringer-Mannheim) and 
either fved immediately with methanol/acetic acid (3 : 1) or cultured again on sterile slides in petri 
dishes at 37°C in Ham’s F-10 medium overnight. In the latter case, slides were washed with PM 16 
buffer (Serva, Heidelberg) before they were fixed by slowly adding fixative to the buffer. 
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DNA Probes and Labeling Procedures 
pUC 1.77 designates a clone of the plasmid vector pUC9 containing a 1.77-kb-long human EcoRI 
fragment as insert. The insert was isolated from the human satellite DNA fraction II/III and 
represents a tandemly organized repetitive sequence in the region lq12 [5]. DlSZl is a DNA sequence 
which is predominantly located in the constitutive heterochromatin of chromosome 15 [6]. A 1.8-kb 
Sau3A fragment ,of the sequence, which is organized in long tandem arrays with a copy number of 
3000 per haploid genome was cloned in the plasmid vector pUC8. Plasmid DNAs containing these 
inserts were purified [18] and were either nick-translated with biotin-11-dUTP [19] or mercurated by 
incubation with mercury acetate [20,21]. In the following we refer to pUC 1.77 as probe lc and to the 
plasmid containing the 1.8-kb Sau3A fragment as probe 15~. 
In Situ Hybridization Conditions 
(1) In situ hybridization with biotinylated DNA probes. In situ hybridizations with the biotinylated 
DNA probes lc and 15~ were carried out as described by Schardin et al. [22] with the following 
modifications. We used 2 pl of the hybridization mixture per square centimeter of the slide. The final 
DNA concentration was approx 1 u&l in a hybridization mixture, containing 65 % formamide, 2~ 
SSC. Under these conditions hybridization with probe 15~ resulted in strong signals exclusively over 
the centromeric region of chromosome 15. At lower concentrations of formamide (<65%), additional 
labeling was observed over the constitutive heterochromatin of other chromosomes, especially 
chromosome 9 [6]. In case of probe lc, 60% formamide was sufficient to yield strong signals 
exclusively on chromosome 1 [7]. The hybridization mixture was added to the slides, sealed with a 
coverglass, and cellular and probe DNA was denatured simultaneously at 72°C for 10 min. Hybridiza- 
tion was performed overnight in a wet chamber at 42°C. The slides were washed twice for 30 min each 
in 50% fonnamide/l x SSC (SSC: 150 n-&f sodium chloride, 15 m&f sodium citrate, pH 7.0) at 37°C for 
30 min and in 0.1 x SSC at 37°C. 
(2) In situ hybridization with mercurated DNA probes. In situ hybridization experiments with 
mercurated DNA probes were carried out as described by Hopman et al. [23] with modifications as 
described above for biotinylated probes. 
(3) Simultaneous in situ hybridization with two DNA probes. For simultaneous hybridization with 
one mercurated and one biotinylated DNA probe, both probes were used at approx 1 &ml in a 
hybridization mixture as described above with 65% formamide. Conditions of hybridization and 
washing procedures were the same as described above for mercurated probes. 
Detection of Hybridized DNA Probes 
Hybridization sites of biotinylated DNA probes were visualized with an alkaline phosphatase 
reaction using the BRL DNA-Detection System No. 8293 A [22], with a peroxidase reaction using the 
DETEK I-hrp Kit (ENZO Ortho Diagnostik, Heidelberg), or with FITC-avidin (DETEK I-fav, 
ENZO Ortho Diagnostik, Heidelberg). Hybridization sites of mercurated DNA probes were detected 
with a peroxidase reaction or by indirect immunofluorescence [21]. The detection procedure after 
simultaneous hybridization with mercurated and biotinylated probes was described in detail by 
Hopman et al. [24] and Cremer et al. [7]. 
Evaluation of Nuclei 
In each experiment some 300 nuclei were evaluated from areas with good hybridization efficiency, 
i.e., some 60% of the nuclei showed two major “hybridization spots” for each probe in these selected 
areas [7]. About 40% of the nuclei were excluded from further evaluation according to the following 
criteria: (a) nuclei with odd shapes, i.e., shapes which could not conveniently be fitted by an ellipse; 
(b) nuclei showing considerable background or insufficient hybridization. Nuclei with a single spot, 
lO-20%, were generally excluded. They were however included in cases where this single spot was 
considered to be due to an overlap of two hybridization sites by criteria of its shape, size and intensity 
(see also Results); (c) Rare nuclei where additional minor hybridization spots could not easily be 
distinguished on the basis of intensity were also excluded. 
Camera lucida drawings were made from nuclei clearly showing the nuclear edge and the position of 
the hybridization spots. The drawings were then recorded with a BW-videocamera (Bosch; type 
TlVK9Bl) and digitized (256 gray levels). The digitized images were stored in a VAX 11-780 
computer which was also used for the following image analysis. The program applied [25] is based 
on that described by Zinser and Komitowski [26]. It was modified for the application presented here. 
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First for each drawing a gray level histogram was established. From this, by a suitable threshold 
selection, a binary image was produced, and served to identify the nuclear edge. The tablet was also 
used to indicate the positions of the lc and 15~ spots, respectively. The following steps were 
performed automatically: The center of the nuclear area and the coordinates of each chromosome 
spot were identified. Furthermore, ellipses were adapted to each nuclear edge, and the lengths of the 
two main axes were calculated for each ellipse. For a given nucleus, distances between spots 
(target-target distances) were determined for all possible combinations of homologous and nonhomol- 
ogous hybridization spots (lc-lc, 15c-15c, and the two possible 1015~ distances), as well as between 
each hybridization spot and the center of the nuclear image (target-center distances). 
Double hybridization experiments provide the advantage that target-target or target-center dis- 
tances obtained for two different probes can be compared directly in each individual nucleus. In case 
of a similar distribution of the hybridization sites, obtained for both probes, we would expect mean 
ratios of the respective distances in the evaluated set of nuclei close to I, while a clear deviation from 
1 would indicate a different distribution. The significance of such a deviation can be tested by 
Student’s t test (see legend of Table 1). 
Using the procedures described, the evaluation of the camera lucida drawings of an experiment 
(typical value, 300 nuclei) lasts about 2-3 h, whereas the completely manual evaluation and calcula- 
tion of data [27] of such an experiment took several days. It is possible to automatically record the 
edge of nuclei and the positions of hybridization sites directly from the microscope slide (Figs. 1 a, 6). 
However, this procedure turned out to be more time consuming and did not improve the accuracy of 
the measurements. Therefore, we have preferred camera lucida drawings as an intermediate step in 
the evaluation. 
Model Calculations 
For comparison, theoretical distribution functions of normalized distances were calculated (Fig. 2). 
For these “model curves” it was assumed that the three-dimensional shape of the nuclei studied can 
be reasonably approximated by either ellipsoids or flat elliptical cylinders. For each experiment a set 
of ellipsoids and cylinders, respectively, was constructed as model nuclei. The distribution of the 2D- 
main axes was the same as determined for the experimental nuclei in each given experiment. Notably, 
the model distribution functions of ZD-distances as described below are independent from the size of 
TABLE 1 
Ratio of distances (lc-lcl15c-15~) and (lc-CNIIlSc-CNI) in double hybridiza- 
tion experiments with probe lc (Hglperoxidase detection) and probe 15~ 
(biotinlalkaline phosphatase detection) 
Cell type 
Stimulated Amniotic 
lymphocytes fluid cells Fibroblasts 
Mean ratio 
(lolc/15c-15c) 
SEM 
(lc-CNI/lSc-CNI) 
SEM 
N 
1.643* 2.025* 2.959* 
0.07 0.1 0.29 
1.31* 1.545* 1.698* 
0.04 0.04 0.096 
275 295 120 
Note. N, number of evaluated nuclei; CNI, center of the nuclear image; SEM, standard error of the 
mean. 
*Significant deviation from a random distribution at the 99% level, tested by Student’s t test. To 
apply this test the averages of the logarithms of the ratios were calculated. 
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Fig. I. (a) Digitized image of an amniotic fluid cell nucleus after hybridization with probe lc 
(biotinklkaline phosphatase detection) and Giemsa staining. The nuclear edge, the positions of the 
two hybridization spots, and the center of the nuclear image have been automatically defined. Bar 
represents 10 urn. (b) Isometric display of gray values of the digitized image of the same nucleus. The 
two peaks indicate the two lc spots. The nuclear edge is also clearly delineated. 
the third axis giving the height of the ellipsoid or cylinder. For a given number of ellipsoids or 
cylinders, respectively, two points were generated by a Monte Carlo procedure. To assure the 
uniform and independent distribution of the two points, each point was randomly generated for a 
cubus. Points which did not tit into the respective ellipsoid or cylinder covered by this cubus were 
eliminated. Normalized distances were calculated after orthogonal projection onto plane A, B (see 
Fig. 2): (a) between the two locations (target-target distances) and (b) between each location and the 
center of the resulting ellipse (target-center distances). I f  not indicated otherwise, these calculations 
were performed for N=lO,OOO ellipsoids or cylinders (Fig. 2, smooth curves). It was assumed that 
these model curves reflect the “true” model curves to be expected for samples of unlimited size. In 
fact, differences between several repetitions of these model curves could not be graphically depicted. 
For each cell type, model curves obtained in different experiments were very similar, indicating that 
the ZD-axes distributions did not signiticantly change throughout the course of our experiments. 
However, while the mean axes proportions obtained for fibroblast and F-type amniotic fluid cell 
nuclei were identical (0.62f0.06 (SD) vs 0.62kO.05 (SD)), the mean axes proportions obtained for 
lymphocyte nuclei were signitkantly different (O.SS+O.Ol (SD)). Accordingly, model curves obtained 
for lymphocyte nuclei were also significantly different from those obtained for the two other cell 
types. 
To test the fitting of the experimental and the model curves, the Kolmogorov-Smimov test was 
used [28]. This test allows for a given level of signiticance a a maximum of the ordinate deviations of a 
given experimental function from the model functions. The maximum deviations which can be 
tolerated for a=O.Ol are depicted in Fig. 2 by hatched lines. Criteria for a signiticant deviation of the 
experimental data from a supposedly random distribution were intentionally defined rather broadly to 
avoid statistical artifacts due to differences in the actual three-dimensional shape of nuclei from the 
shapes of model nuclei. Accordingly, such differences were accepted as significant only if the 
experimental curve crossed the “worst case borderline” (borderline of the ellipsoid distribution for 
the region left to the model curve, or borderline of the cylinder distribution for the region right to the 
model curves, respectively). This means that 99% of model curves generated for a given number of 
ellipsoid and cylinder model nuclei equal to the number of nuclei actually evaluated in a given 
experiment (about 300) can be statistically expected to fall within the range included by these 
borderlines. In the following, we refer to this range as range 2. A small but still significant deviation 
from a random distribution cannot be excluded for experimental curves found within range 2. In any 
case, experimental curves within this range indicate a large variability of the respective positions 
within the investigated set of nuclei. I f  experimental curves cross the left borderline (range l), 
significantly smaller target-target or target-center distances are indicated. Significantly larger dis- 
tances are indicated if the experimental curves cross the right borderline (range 3). 
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Fig. 2. Model curves showing 2D target-target distances for 10,000 ellipsoids (smooth thin curve) 
and10,OOO cylinders (smooth thick curve). (Abscissa) Normalized ZD-distance j3 between two points. 
(Ordinate) Percentage of ellipsoids or cylinders with a normalized distance B equal to or smaller than 
the corresponding fi shown on the abscissa (accumulated frequency). In each ellipsoid and cylinder, 
respectively, two points were distributed randomly within the three-dimensional space. 2D-distances 
were calculated after orthogonal projection of the actual 3D-distance between these points on the 
ellipse shown in plane A, B. 2D-distances were normalized by setting the major axis of this ellipse at 
1. Axis proportions for these model ellipses were the same as the axis proportions obtained for a given 
set of evaluated nuclei with elliptical shape. The resulting model curves are independent from the 
height of the ellipsoids and cylinders, respectively. Hatched borderlines indicate 99% confidence 
limits for the ellipsoid model (left thin line) and the cylinder model (right thick line), according to the 
Kolmogorov-Smimow test (see text). Range I, Experimental curves obtained for 2D target-target 
distances (see Figs. 6a, 7a, c, e, 8~4, which cross the left borderline into range 1 indicate 
significantly smaller mean ZD-distances than expected in case of a random three-dimensional distribu- 
tion of the chromosomal targets. Range 2, Experimental curves located entirely within this range, 
both with regard to target-target and target-center model curves, indicate a highly variable and 
possibly random distribution of distances. Range 3, Experimental curves which cross the right 
borderline into range 3 indicate significantly larger distances than expected in case of a random 
distribution of distances. 
RESULTS 
The specificity of the hybridization conditions was tested by double in situ 
hybridization experiments in normal human lymphocyte metaphase plates, using 
probes lc and 1%. Figure 3 shows examples of double hybridization with 
biotinylated probe 15~ (alkaline phosphatase detection (a) and FITC detection 
(b)) and mercurated probe lc (peroxidase detection (a) and TRITC detection (b)). 
Under the hybridization conditions used, major hybridization signals were con- 
fined exclusively to the C-band lq12 for probe Ic (Fig. 3 a, dark brown spots, Fig. 
3 b, red spots) and to the pericentric region of chromosome 15 for probe 1% (Fig. 
3a, blue spots, Fig. 3 b, green spots). The majority of interphase nuclei (some 
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Fig. 3. (a) Metaphase spread from a PHA-stimulated human lymphocyte culture after double 
hybridization with probe 1% (biottialkaline phosphatase detection) and probe lc (Hglperoxidase 
detection) and Giemsa staining. Arrows point to specific label at the centromere regions of both 
chromosomes 15 (blue) and 1 (brown), indicated by black arrows. (b) Metaphase spread from a PHA- 
stimulated human lymphocyte culture after double hybridization with probe 1% (biotin/FITC detec- 
tion, green) and probe lc (Hg/TRITC detection, red). (c) The same metaphase after DAPI staining. 
White arrows indicate the bonstitutive heterochromatic regions of the chromosomes 1 and 15 
specitically labeled in (b). Bar represents 10 lun. 
Fig. 4. Human interphase nuclei after double hybridization with the biotinylated probe 15~ (alkaline 
phosphatase detection, blue signals) and mercurated probe lc (peroxidase detection, brown signals). 
Nuclei show various positions of the four hybridization signals. (n, b) Nuclei from a PHA-stimulated 
normal lymphocyte culture after colcemid and hypotonic treatment. (c) Nucleus from a nonstimulated 
lymphocyte, fixed without any pretreatment. (d) Nucleus from a fibroblast after fixation in situ. (e) 
Nucleus from an amniotic fluid cell of a primary culture, detached by trypsin, fixed, and dropped on 
slides. Nuclei shown in (a-d) are Giemsa stained, the nucleus in (e) was not counterstained and 
photographed with phase contrast. Bar represents 10 urn. 
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60%) revealed two major hybridization signals for each probe. These nuclei were 
used for further evaluation (see also Material and Methods). 
Figures 4 a-e show examples of interphase nuclei from lymphocyte, fibroblast, 
and amniotic fluid cell cultures after double hybridization with probe lc (Hg/per- 
oxidase detection) and probe 15~ (biotin/alkaline phosphatase detection). lc 
hybridization spots (brown, black arrows) and 15~ hybridization spots (blue, 
white arrows) were easily distinguishable. Obviously, a great variability of 2D- 
distances between the homologous (Figs. 4, 5) and heterologous chromosome 
regions (Fig. 4) can be observed in these nuclei. In Fig. 5 the nucleoli are clearly 
visible in three amniotic ‘fluid cell nuclei after staining with Giemsa. 
We have developed an approach for the rapid statistical evaluation of several 
hundred nuclei per experiment by 2D-image analysis (see Materials and Meth- 
ods). This analysis should provide information (a) on the question of homologous 
association by measurements of distances between two homologous targets, i.e. 
lc-lc or 15~15~ distances; (b) on the question of a uniform versus nonuniform 
distribution of a given chromosomal subregion, i.e., lc or 15c, within a set of 
nuclei by measurement of target-center distances (together with data on (a)); (c) 
on the question of a mutually dependent versus nondependent distribution of 
nonhomologous targets by measurements of lc-15~ distances. Figures 6 and 7, 
described below, show results concerning questions (a) and (b), while Fig. 8 
presents data concerning question (c). 
Five in situ hybridization experiments were performed with amniotic fluid cells 
(Fig. 6), two of them were double hybridizations with biotinylated probe 15~ 
(alkaline phosphatase detection) and mercurated probe lc (peroxidase detection), 
three were hybridizations with probe 15~ (biotin/peroxidase detection) only. In 
order to compare different cell preparations, one double hybridization and one 
single hybridization was performed with cells fixed immediately after trypsin/ 
EDTA detachment and thereafter dropped on slides, the other experiments were 
carried out with preparations of cells grown on slides and fixed in situ. When 
compared to model curves, all experimental curves for probe 15~ showed signifi- 
cantly smaller target-target and target-center distances. In contrast, experimen- 
tal curves for probe lc were localized within range 2 and thus fit our expectation 
for the random positioning of the two Ic sites (compare Fig. 2). The same results 
were found in fibroblast nuclei (data not shown). 
Figure 7 shows the results of in situ hybridization of lymphocytes with probes 
lc and 15~. We have chosen three different manners of cell pretreatment before 
fixation (see legend to Fig. 7). These experiments were intended to provide 
information both on whether noncycling lymphocytes at GO differ from cycling 
lymphocytes with respect to the arrangements of the investigated chromosome 
pairs and on effects of colcemid and hypotonic shock. Our data show a pro- 
nounced variability of chromosome positioning both for noncycling (Figs. 7 a, b) 
and cycling lymphocytes (Figs. 7c-f). Curves obtained for 15c-15~ distances and 
15c-center distances were consistently located left from the respective curves 
obtained for probe lc in all lymphocyte experiments, although these differences 
were less pronounced than in fibroblasts and amniotic fluid cell nuclei (compare 
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Fig. 5. Three typical nuclei from an amniotic fluid cell culture after fixation in situ, hybridization 
with biotinylated probe 1Sc (peroxidase detection), and Giemsa staining. Note the clear association of 
all hybridization signals (arrowheads) with the nucleoli. Bar represents 10 urn. 
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of target-target distances (a) and target-center distances (b) in human amniotic 
fluid cell nuclei after in situ hybridization with probe 15~ (A-A) and/or probe lc (A-A). Data from 
five independent experiments are shown for probe 15~. Three experiments were performed with 
probe 15~ only (biotimperoxidase detection). Double hybridization with probe 15~ (biotimalkaline 
phosphatase detection) and with probe lc (FIg/peroxidase detection) as carried out in two experi- 
ments. In each experiment, about 300 nuclei were evaluated. (Abscissa a) Normalized target-target 
distances between two hybridization spots on the two homologous chromosome regions. (Abscissa b) 
Normalized distances between one hybridization spot and the center of the nuclear image. (Ordinate) 
Percentage of nuclei with a normalized distance ,8 equal to or smaller than the corresponding B shown 
on the abscissa. Two models for the random distribution of distances are indicated by smooth curves; 
hatched lines indicate 99% confidence limits. For details see legend of Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 7. Evaluation of target-target distances (a, c, e) and target-center distances (b, d, j) for probe 
15~ (A-A) and probe lc (A-A). Data in (a-d) were obtained from single hybridization experiments 
with either probe lc (biotin/peroxidase detection) or probe 15~ (biotin/peroxidase detection). Data in 
(e) and v) were obtained from double hybridization experiments with biotinylated probe 15~ (alkaline 
phosphatase detection) and mercurated probe lc (peroxidase detection). (a, b) Evaluation of non- 
stimulated lymphocyte nuclei fmed without any pretreatment. (c, d) Evaluation of lymphocyte nuclei 
fixed after PHA-stimulation of a blood culture for 72 h, without colcemid and hypotonic treatment. (e, 
j) Evaluation of lymphocyte nuclei fured after PHA-stimulation of a blood culture for 72 h, colcemid 
and hypotonic treatment. In each experiment, about 300 nuclei were evaluated. (Abscissa a, c, e) 
Normalized target-target distances between two hybridization spots on the two homologous chromo- 
some regions. (Abscissa b, d, fi Normalized target-center distances. (Ordinate) Percentage of nuclei 
with a normalized distance j3 equal to or smaller than the corresponding fi on the abscissa. Two 
models for the random distribution of distances are indicated by smooth curves; hatched lines indicate 
99% confidence limits. For detail see legend of Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 8. Evaluation of target-target distances between hybridization spots on chromosome 1 and 15 
after double hybridization with probe lc (Hg/peroxidase detection) and probe 15~ (biotimalkaline 
phosphatase detection. (a) Evaluation of human lymphocyte nuclei fixed after PHA-stimulation of a 
blood culture for 72 h, colcemid and hypotonic treatment. (b) Evaluation of human amniotic fluid cell 
nuclei. (c) Evaluation of human tibroblast nuclei. Each curve represents data from about 600 nuclei 
pooled from two independent experiments. (Abscissa) Normalized distances between the hybridiza- 
tion spots on nonhomologous chromosomes. (Ordinate) Percentage of nuclei with a normalized 
distance /I equal or smaller to the corresponding j3 on the abscissa. Two models for the random 
distribution of distances are indicated by smooth curves; hatched lines indicate 99% confidence 
limits. For details see legend of Fig. 2. 
Figs. 6 and 7). In agreement with these other cell types, curves obtained for 
lc-center distances (Figs. 7 b, d, j) suggest a relatively uniform distribution of lc- 
sites in human lymphocyte nuclei as well, while lc-lc distances argue against 
homologous association (Figs. 7a, c, e). In fact, in two experiments (Figs. 7a, e) 
a slight excess of larger lc-lc distances was observed. The possible effects of an 
additional colcemid and hypotonic shock treatment on Ic and 15~ positioning in 
PHA-stimulated lymphocytes were small at best (compare Figs. 7c and d with e 
and j). In our present experiments some lO-20% of nuclei in the evaluated areas 
exhibited only one single lc or 15~ spot. A subpopulation of cells with homolo- 
gous association may be expected within this fraction of l-spot nuclei. However, 
the size of this fraction has been largely preparation dependent suggesting insufft- 
cient probe penetration and/or loss of target DNA [7]. Accordingly, nuclei 
suspected of incomplete hybridization were excluded from further evaluation (see 
Material and Methods for complete selection criteria). In double hybridization 
experiments, an apparently close association of two lc sites did not correlate with 
a predictable close association of 15~ sites and vice versa (see Fig. 4a). In 
conclusion, it appears that a subpopulation of cells which would generally exhibit 
close homologous association of lc and 15~ sites should be very small at best in 
the human cell types we have studied so far. 
Figure 8 shows target-target distances between the heterologous lc and 15~ 
spots for PHA-stimulated lymphocytes fixed after colcemid and hypotonic treat- 
ment (Fig. 8 a), amniotic fluid cells (Fig. 8 b), and fibroblasts (Fig. 8 c). In all three 
cell types a large variability of distances between the constitutive heterochroma- 
tin of the heterologous chromosomes 1 and 15 was observed. The curves for 
lymphocytes and amniotic fluid cells are located within range 2 (see Fig. 2), while 
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in fibroblast nuclei a slight over-representation of larger distances was found. This 
has not been confiied so far by independent experiments and thus may repre- 
sent a statistical fluctuation. 
For double hybridization experiments an additional evaluation was performed 
to prove or disprove the different distribution of Ic and 15~ sites within a given 
set of nuclei. For each cell type the mean ratio of lc-lc distances divided by 
15015~ distances as well as the mean ratio of It-center distances divided by 
15c-center distances was calculated (see Table 1). In all cases the mean ratios 
indicate significantly smaller distances for 15~ spots than for lc spots. Further- 
more, a comparison of the deviations in the three different cell systems showed 
that they were similar for amniotic fluid cells and tibroblasts, as mentioned 
above, but were significantly smaller in stimulated lymphocytes than in amniotic 
fluid cells and tibroblasts (99% level as tested by Student’s t test). 
DISCUSSION 
In the present investigation, we have shown that the positions of the constitu- 
tive heterochromatin of the human chromosomes 1 and 15 can be simultaneously 
determined in interphase nuclei by double in situ hybridization with appropriate 
probes using different probe labeling (biotin, mercury) and probe detector sys- 
tems (alkaline phosphatase, peroxidase, FITC, TRITC). In the following, we 
shall briefly discuss (1) particular advantages, limitations, and possible improve- 
ments of this approach and (2) biological implications of the findings obtained in 
the present investigation. 
It is a particular advantage of double in situ hybridization experiments that a 
direct comparison of the distribution of different hybridization targets can be 
performed in each individual cell nucleus. In this way different distributions of 
these targets can be recognized even when the set of investigated nuclei is very 
heterogeneous in size and shape. In contrast, the comparison of the 2D-distribu- 
tion of distances obtained for two different probes in separate experiments is 
valid only if the two sets of evaluated nuclei are of identical 3D-configuration. 
From a different 2D-distribution a different 3D-distribution of hybridization 
targets can be deduced. Accordingly, we have obtained evidence for a distinctly 
different distribution of lc and 15~ sites in three different cell systems (lympho- 
cytes, tibroblasts, and amniotic fluid cells). Furthermore, we were able to meas- 
ure for the first time 2D-distances between nonhomologous chromosome seg- 
ments in interphase nuclei and show that lc and 15~ sites were distributed 
independently from each other. 
Of particular importance is the question whether in uiuo arrangements of 
interphase chromosomes were sufftciently preserved in cells after fixation with 
methanoVacetic acid (3 : 1) and DNA denaturation. The 3D-structure of nuclei 
collapsed when futed cells were air dried. The effect of such a collapse on 2D- 
measurements was likely to be more pronounced in spherical lymphocyte nuclei 
as compared to flat fibroblast nuclei [29], and in hypotonicahy swollen nuclei as 
compared to nonswollen nuclei. Although we expect that subtle arrangements of 
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chromatin fibers are affected by these treatments, the following observations 
argue against gross changes in the relative 2D-positions of complete interphase 
chromosome domains as a result of our present fixation and hybridization proce- 
dures. First, in laser-uv-microirradiation experiments nuclei from living human 
and Chinese hamster fibroblastoid cells were microirradiated at one, two, or 
more defined positions [30, and unpublished data]. After fixation with methanol/ 
acetic acid (3 : 1) the microirradiated chromatin was visualized in air dried nuclei 
by indirect immunofluorescence using antibodies specific against uv-irradiated 
DNA. Under these conditions the irradiated chromatin remained at the expected 
sites. The relative distances between several irradiation sites were largely main- 
tained even after hypotonic shock treatment. Second, Manuelidis [l, 311 has 
found no indication that the relative positions of structures such as nucleoli and 
clusters of heterochromatin in paraformaldehyde-fixed neuronal and glia cells 
were considerably changed by heat denaturation of nuclear DNA in the presence 
of formamide or by other steps involved in in situ hybridization of DNA probes 
and subsequent detection protocols. In the present experiments, 15~ hybridiza- 
tion targets remained closely associated with nucleoli still reflecting the situation 
expected for these cells in uiuo. 
Possible improvements of this approach reflect the further development of 
fixation and denaturation procedures optimally suited to preserve the three- 
dimensional morphology of interphase nuclei [31, 321 as well as the development 
of multi in situ hybridization protocols which allow the simultaneous visualiza- 
tion of more than two DNA target sites [33]. Combination of these improved 
techniques with light optical 3D-reconstruction of nuclei [34, 35, 321 seems the 
most promising route for future studies of chromosome topography. Present 
procedures for the light optical 3D-reconstruction of nuclei using conventional 
light microscopy, however, are complicated and time consuming. Laser confocal 
scanning microscopy may provide a more convenient solution [36-391. In con- 
trast, the present approach based on 2D-analysis is simple, rapid, and it can 
easily be applied to screen large numbers of cell nuclei for nonrandom chromo- 
some arrangements (see below). Based on this information, 3D-reconstruction 
may then be used to describe such arrangements, in a smaller set of nuclei in 
more detail. 
In our present experiments, the distribution of lc-lc and lc-center distances 
largely fits the random expectation, while 1% sites were distributed significantly 
closer to the center of the 2D-nuclear image in nuclei of human fibroblasts and 
amniotic fluid cells. Accordingly, 15~15~ distances were also significantly small- 
er. Similar, although less pronounced effects were observed in lymphocyte 
nuclei. 
Our observation strongly argues against the idea of a close and permanent 
homologous association between the two lc sites, although such an association 
cannot be ruled out for the other regions of this chromosome. In contrast, Hoehn 
and Martin [40] using the alkali-Giemsa method of Arrighi and Hsu [41] have 
suggested attraction between two lqh+ regions in human fibroblast and amniotic 
fluid cell nuclei which ultimately may result in apparent fusion. 
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While most ISc-spots were closely associated with the nucleoli, their arrange- 
ments in individual nuclei appeared otherwise quite independent. In cells with 
several nucleoli, 15~ spots were found to be associated with these nucleoli in any 
possible combination, i.e., with different nucleoli or with one nucleolus. In the 
latter case, 15~ spots were observed close to each other or separated from each 
other at varying degrees up to an opposite position. In conclusion, we feel that 
the smaller distances between 15c spots are likely derived by their nucleolar 
associations and not by homologous association per se. 
Data published on the question of homologous association for other mamma- 
lian cells using other methods are contradictory. In agreement with this investiga- 
tion laser uv-microirradiation experiments also argue against the close and per- 
manent association of homologous chromosomes in fibroblastoid Chinese ham- 
ster cells [42, 431. In contrast Hadlaczky et al. [44] reported that homologous 
chromosomes recognized by immunostained centromeres occupy adjacent terri- 
tories in 30 % of Indian muntjac cells in which centromeres of individual chromo- 
somes could be identified. Differences in the methods applied in these investiga- 
tions do not suffice in our opinion to explain these and other findings (see also 
below). 
Our data are also in conflict with reports which indicate the mutually depend- 
ent distribution of lq12 and NOR-bearing chromosomes in both human lympho- 
cytes [8, 9, 151 and fibroblasts [16]. Recently, Manuelidis and Borden [32] have 
found in large human neurons that one lq12 region was always compartmental- 
ized together with centromeres on the nucleolus, while the other lq12 region 
either abutted the nucleolus or was on the nuclear membrane. In astrocytes, 
however, these chromosome subregions were always associated with the nuclear 
membrane and not necessarily with nucleoli. 
These findings reinforce the view that chromosome positioning may be cell 
type specific. Apparent contradictions of the findings reported in the literature 
may then reflect the possibility that this positioning is not rigid but dynamic even 
in highly differentiated cells [31] and may reflect the physiological state of a given 
cell population [2]. 
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